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For over 20 years, Ahmarra have been making doors for customers who appreciate 
quality.

The new Artisan collection is a stunning range of doors that will add a further touch 
of luxury to your home or business. The collection includes our most successful 
panel door designs, which can all be individually tailored to complement your 
interior design.
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Why should you choose an Artisan panel doorset?

Quality We use the finest materials, cutting edge technology and traditional 
craftsmanship to guarantee exceptional standards.

Bespoke You select the style, the material, and the finish from a wide range of
options, creating the perfect look for your door with limitless possibilities.

Green We care about our environment, our materials are FSC® and PEFC certified and 
built to last for generations. 

British Made in Britain to the highest quality standards, our range includes both 
traditional and contemporary styles to perfectly complement your surroundings, we are 
proud to fly the flag for UK manufacturing.
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Door style: Manhattan. Veneer: African walnut. Finish: Clear Lacquer.
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Blenheim1a

Windsor3a

Chatsworth3a Chatsworth3b Chatsworth4a Chatsworth4b

Blenheim2a

Windsor3b

Blenheim2b

Windsor3c

Blenheim2c

Windsor4a

- Available with glazed panel. Please note: the dimensions of the door and glazing panels may affect the available fire rating. 
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Chatsworth5a Chatsworth5b Chatsworth6a Chatsworth6b

Buckingham8A Buckingham10A

Balmoral13A Sandringham2A*

Balmoral6A Balmoral7A

Sandringham1a*

The aim of this brochure is to simplify the design decision for our customers. Our range 
includes both traditional and contemporary styles to perfectly complement your interior.

With Artisan, no two doors are the same, virtually any finish can be applied and a 
variety of design options are available. Our experienced team will guide you through 
the process to ensure that you achieve the exact look that you desire.

*All these styles are created by using glazing bars which are fixed over the glazing.
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Doors

Doorsets
A doorset is a completely assembled frame 
and door ready for immediate
installation onsite.

This can minimise the time spent on
installation and maximise the quality and 
appearance of the finished product.

Door Cores
Our solid core doors combine the look and 
finish of solid timber with the stability and 
durability of an engineered core. One of 
the benefits of using this type of core, is 
the ability to select a different design for 
each side of the door, to suit different room 
styles.

Above: Door style; Blenheim (2C), Veneer; Ready primed Eco- Veneer, Finish; Semi-Matt Black Lacquer
Right: Door style; Windsor (3C), Veneer outer: Utile, Veneer centre: Mahogany Curl, Finish; French Polish, Moulding; SPM23

Facings & finishes
We offer a full range of decorative
facings and finishes for our doors and full 
information on the options available can be 
found in our separate brochure.

If you require more in depth information, 
our team are happy to offer you advice and 
samples if required.
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Standard Panel Mouldings
Mouldings (or beads) can be selected from our traditional designs or we can match a 
profile if you have your own design.

From left to right:
SPM24
SPM21
SPM8

SPM17 SPM18 SPM19 SPM20 SPM21

SPM22

SPM1 SPM2 SPM3 SPM4

SPM5 SPM6 SPM7 SPM8

SPM9 SPM10 SPM11 SPM12

SPM13 SPM14 SPM15 SPM16

SPM23 SPM24
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PANEL OPTIONS
We offer both flat panel and raised and fielded panels to suit the design of the door. 

Both are constructed from timber and offer the perfect combination of classic contemporary 
styling and high quality traditional construction.

Above: Moulding SPM24
Below left: Moulding SPM23
Below right: Moulding SPM8
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Ironmongery Vision Panels
We offer a complete ironmongery service 
to complement your choice of door and we 
can advise you on the most suitable options 
and components. 

In order to meet our clients specific design 
requirements, we work with a select number 
of ironmongery specialists to create an 
ironmongery schedule for every project. 

If you have already selected your own 
ironmongery, we can arrange for it to be 
factory machined and fitted to
accommodate your choice.

A number of our door styles are
available with standard glazed panels. 
Alternatively, we can accommodate
bespoke designs if required.

Where vision panels have been
specified, we will offer advice on
selecting the correct type of glass to 
maintain fire and acoustic performance.

Above: Moulding; SPM23
Right top: Door style; Windsor (4A), Veneer; American Black Walnut, Finish; Tinted Pigmented Lacquer, Moulding; SPM21 

Right bottom: Door style; Sandringham (1A) Glazed, Veneer; Walnut, Finish; UV Lacquer
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Architraves
Architraves are available in standard or 
bespoke profiles and are normally
supplied in lengths to be cut at site.

Please refer to our website or speak to 
one of our experienced designers for more 
information on the options available.

Above: Door style; Blenheim (2B), Veneer; Ready primed Eco-Veneer, Finish; Semi-Matt Black Lacquer 
Below: Door style; Chatsworth (6B), Veneer; Ready primed Eco-Veneer, Finish; White Factory Painted

Frames
We offer a range of standard frame designs, 
we are also able to accommodate specific 
moulding detail if required. 
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Fire resistance - Q-Mark
Fire doors save lives and protect property and it is vital that they 
are manufactured and installed correctly. Ahmarra are proud to be 
certified members of the BM TRADA Q-Mark Fire Door Scheme 
and Fire Door Registered Installer Scheme. This comprehensive 
certification for timber fire doors ensures that performance, 
production and installation continue to be regularly checked 
through audit testing and inspections. We can supply fire doors in 
FD30 and FD60 fire resistance ratings.

Environment
We share our customers’ concern for sustaining the Earth’s 
resources. We only use wood that is legally logged and from 
responsibly managed forests and our materials are certified 
by the FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) and the PEFC (The 
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification).

Recycling
Waste will be kept to a minimum and recycling techniques will be used 
wherever possible. This includes using all waste wood to heat our factory 
and provide process heat. 

Factory Protection
Through our experience of site installation and the damage 
that can occur during the building process, we recognised 
the need for good on-site protection. We now offer full site 
protection applied in the factory that will allow the door to 
function normally (open and close) but will last until the end of 
the project when it can be safely removed. In addition we are 
happy to recycle the protection at no extra cost.

R
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Free Advice & Sample Service
Our experienced team are happy to offer you advice and veneer samples if required, 
please call us on: 

Email: sales@ahmarra.co.uk   |   Telephone: 02392 389 076
Website: www.ahmarra.co.uk

Ahmarra are one of the UK’s leading architectural door and doorset
manufacturers, covering all sectors including hotel, airport, commercial, health, 
education, heritage, leisure and luxury homes.

Our doors have graced some of the UK’s finest interiors, from private homes to 
luxury hotels and commercial buildings. Our client list includes Grange Hotels, 
InterContinental Hotels, Apex Hotels, Royalton Homes, The Guildhall, Tate Modern 
and the Royal Albert Hall. 
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Address: Ahmarra, Unit 20, Fitzherbert Road, Farlington, Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO6 1SD
Telephone: 02392 389 076    |   Email: sales@ahmarra.co.uk   Website: www.ahmarra.co.uk

LIMITLESS
DESIGN
OPTIONS
With Artisan, no two door designs are the same.
Virtually any finish can be applied and a variety of design options are available.  

With your imagination and a little help from our design team, there are no limits to 
creating your perfect door.


